
Food products and migration: Teacher Notes and 
Activity Ideas 
 
 
Teacher notes 
 
People have been coming to the UK from other countries for thousands of years. 
Some have stayed for only a short while, going back home or moving on. Others 
have settled here; these people are called immigrants. 
 
Looking at the products which are sold in small independent shops and corner shops 
within the hearts of communities can reflect the diversity of the people who live in 
the area. Products which originate and are imported from other countries indicate 
there is a demand for certain products; tastes of ‘home’, ingredients to make 
traditional recipes from different cultures.   
 
This activity resource can be used to help stimulate discussion within the classroom 
about global migration to the UK; themes covered in both geography and citizenship.  
 
Following are images of products that we found in three corner/specialist shops in 
Wolverhampton, a city in the urban area called The Black Country. The products 
featured are from Jamaica, Iran, Turkey, the Indian Subcontinent and Poland. People 
whose families originate from these countries form the communities surrounding 
these particular shops. 
 
The images can be printed out and cut up into individual food products. Each 
product has a description, including the country of origin. 
 
There are also some images of products which look like they originate from around 
the world, but are in fact produced locally to the shops or in the UK.  
 
Activity idea 
 
Using a large map of the world, ask pupils to place one or more of the products on 
the country from which the products originate.  
 
Draw a line to the UK from this country and you will have a visual representation of 
where products and, by association, people have migrated from. 
 
Use this as a starting point for a discussion about when and why people have moved 
to the UK and made it their home.  
 
www.movinghere.org.uk/galleries/histories/intro/intro.htm has a database of digitised 
material on Caribbean, Jamaican, Barbadian, Irish, Jewish, South Asian, Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi and Sri Lankan migration into England. 
 
You may want to use the images of products which are made in the UK to discuss 
consumer demand for certain products and how this came about.  
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You can use the map to identify the country of origin of pupil’s families, or local 
communities, and discuss what food they eat and if they have to go to special shops 
to buy certain food products.  
 
You could ask pupils to bring in empty packaging to make up their own classroom 
Corner Shop. 
 
You can also discuss generally the different food people eat and other cultural 
influences evident in the UK. 
 
Depending on where pupils live geographically, there may be products in local 
corner shops and independent retailers which highlight the diversity of customers 
who shop there. 
 
You could ask pupils to explore shops near their home and report back on what 
they find. 
 
 
 



   

   

   

Fresh Okra 

            Rice  Psyllium Husk Poppadoms  

Carrots in syrup        Hurda           Petha  

     Tea Sugar Candy  

Food products found in Black Country Shops originating from The Indian Subcontinent 
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Pickled garlic Iran 

Pickled okra Iran        Baklava Iran 

  Cream Iran Honey Comb Iran 

Food products found in Black Country Shops originating from Iran 
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Date Syrup & Tahini Paste 
Iran 



   

   

   

Ackee,Jamaica 

Yam, Jamaica Vegetable Pear, Jamaica Herbal tea, Jamaica 

Jerk seasoning, Jamaica Salt fish Pattie, Jamaica Salt Fish, Jamaica 

Casava, Jamaica Green Plantain, Jamaica 

Food products found in Black Country Shops originating from Jamaica 



   

   

   

Tortowa Poland 

Cheese Poland   Sweet biscuits Poland            Poland 

     Butka Poland Coffee Poland 

Food products found in Black Country Shops originating from Poland 



   

   

   

Lassi Turkey 

Fig Jam Turkey 

Butter Turkey        Sumak Turkey Turkish Delight Turkey  

  Frozen Falafel Turkey Pistachio tarts Turkey 

Food products found in Black Country Shops originating from Turkey 



   

   

   

Elephant Atta UK 

Mixed Pickles UK 

 Gujarati Mix UK  Hard Dough Bread UK 

Food products found in Black Country Shops originating from The UK 
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